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Mechanical Dither Design for Ring Laser Gyroscope

Dong-Chan Lee", Gun Moon, Jae-Cheul Lee
Center for Photonics & Communications, Institute for Advanced Engineering,

Kyunggi-do 449-863, Korea

The gyroscopes have been used as a suitable inertial instrument for the navigation guidance
and attitude controls. The accuracy as very sensitive sensor is limited by the lock-in region (dead
band) by the frequency coupling between two counter-propagating waves at low rotation rates.
This frequency coupling gives no phase difference and an angular increment is not detected. This
problem can be overcome by the mechanical dithering. The purpose of the mechanical dithering
is to suppress the dead band, oscillate the monoblock about the rotation axis and add an
external rotation rate. This paper presents the theoretical considerations of the mechanical
performances of dither on the basis of the loading condition and angular characteristics due to
the piezoelement deformation and the validity of theoretical equations are compared through
FEM (Finite Element Method) simulations.
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1. Introduction

When there is an applied rotation about the
axis normal to the plane of rotation, the operation
of gyroscope depends on the phase difference for
beams traveling in opposite direction within a
closed path. This difference gives rise to a phase
difference. But the accuracy of gyroscopes have
been limited by the lock-in region due to the fact
that at low rotation rates of gyroscope the fre
quency coupling mechanism arises from backseat
tering of the mirrors. This effect gives no phase
difference and hence no detect of angular incre
ment. In other words, this reduces the angular
sensitivities to the electrical and mechanical dis
turbances such as low frequency noise com
ponents, in the optical measurement. It is impor
tant to minimize the transition periods of lock-in
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Fig. 1 Alternating bias technique in ring laser
gyroscope

region. The dithering motion is to operate the
gyroscope about the lock-in threshold in order to
be sensitive against input rotation rates which are
below that certain threshold (Fig. 1).

The purpose of the mechanical dithering is to
suppress the dead band, oscillate the block about
the rotation axis and add an external rotation
rate. The followings are described about the
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design considerations.

The systematic considerations for the gyroscope;
- Structural resonant frequency
- Peak angular amplitude and peak dither rate
- Mechanical properties of spoke material

(choice of material)
- Driving technique
- Inertia of dithered components

The considerations for the mechanical perform-
ance;

- Torsional stiffness
- Bending profile
- Points of inflection
- Stress induced by bending of the spokes

The detailed considerations for the spoke;
- Geometry of spokes
- Number of spokes

- Attachment of dither mechanism to solid
block and inertial reference frame

lIloaoowo- e-

Fig. 2 Schematic model of ring laser gyroscope

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Member undergoing transverse vibration

tion. The spoke end has the inertial effect of solid
block system through bush. Using Newton's sec
ond law, the equation of motion of spoke can be
derived as follows. Figure 3 (a) shows a portion
of member undergoing transverse motion and
Fig. 3(b) shows a small free body diagram.

In Fig. 3, y(x, t) is the transverse motion of
the points on the neutral axis of the beam, M (x,
t) is the bending moment, Si;», t) is the trans
verse shear force, and p(x, t) is the external force
per unit length. The spoke will be assumed as
Bernoulli-Euler beam. And it will be assumed
that the rotatory inertia of beam may be neglected .
in the moment equation. The equations of motion
for the mass I::..m in the above free body diagram
may be derived using Newton's laws. Thus,

The mechanical dither design was explained by
Shackleton B. R. in 1987. His paper presented the
geometrical approach of spoke, but had no consi
derations of the loading condition and angular
characteristics due to the piezoelement deforma
tion. In this paper, the mechanical performances
of dither are theoretically presented on the basis
of the loading condition and angular character
istics due to the piezoelement deformation. And
using the transverse vibration behavior of elastic
spoke, the resonant frequency of mechanical
dither is calculated. Through the finite element
analysis, it is shown that the mechanical dither
can effectively be evaluated.

The recent dithering method uses the electrical
signal processing for the low backscatter in con
junction with a stable gas discharge, a suitable
dither drive and a stabilized resonator cavity
length. But the simplest dithering method is to use
the mechanical dither.

2. Theoretical Consideration

The spoke shown in Fig. 2 undergoes trans
verse vibration and small elastic bending defor
mation due to alternate piezoelement deforma-

L:r» (I::..m) a;
L: MG= (I::..!G) jj

(1)

(2)
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where G is the mass center of Sm and jj is the
angular acceleration. However, it was previously
stated that rotatory inertia would be neglected in
the moment equation, so Eq. (2) reduces to

rotatory inertia at the mass-attached end, M (L,
t) is zero from Eqs. (3). And applying Eq. (1)
and (6) to the mass-attached end, the boundary
conditions is given by,

where I is the moment of inertia of the cross
section from the neutral axis Applying Eqs. (I)
and (3) to the free body diagram, we obtain

For a linearly small elastic beam, if the slope
ay/ ax of beam remains small, the curvature may
be approximated by (fyjax2. Thus the bending
moment is approximated by,

:E Mc=O

M(x, t) =£1~~

as ( (fy
- ax +P x, t) =pA at2

s=aM
ax

Combining Eqs. (4), (5) and (6), we get

(f ( (fy) (fy
ar £1 ax2 +pA at2=p(x, t)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

1x (£1 ~~ )L=L=m ~~ IX=L (13)

Equation (13) shows that the transverse force
at x=L depends on the inertial effect of solid
monoblock. But if the behavior of the mass
attached end is taken into account by the inertia
of solid monoblock and working condition (fea
sible angular velocity 2.26-2.61rad./sec, feasible
resonant frequency 380Hz-400Hz), J3y/ax 3 in
the lefthand side term may be approximated to
zero. In other words, the elastic deformation effect
of spoke due to piezoelement is greater than the
inertia of monoblock. Thus the boundary condi
tions of deformation mode is given by,

dY I d
2
y I d

3
y IY(O) =0, -d =0, -d2 =0, -d3 :::::0

Xx=o x ""'L X x=L

(14)

For the fundamental deformation of spoke in
the free vibration, it may be assumed as,

From the above boundary conditions, we ob
tain the following equations.

Using a separation of variables approach, the
characteristic equation is given by

The general solution of Eq. (10) for the defor
mation mode may be written in the following

form

(17)

cos AL cosh AL=-1 (16)

From Eq. (16), (AL) may be given by,

2n-l(AL)n:C:::-
2
- 7C, n=l, "', n

From Eq. (18), is the mass distribution about
the neutral axis which passes through the center
as shown Fig. 3 (b). The mass moment of inertia
per unit length J (x) is related to I (x), given by

The natural frequency of elastic spoke is given
from Eq. (11) and (17).

([)n=(AL)~j ~i3 (I 8)

In order to have a nontrivial solution, the
determinant of the coefficients must vanish. This
leads to the characteristic equation,

(8)

(10)

(11)

q'-y (fy
£1 ax4 +pA at2 =0

where y(x, t) = Y(x) cos (([)t+ ¢")

Y(x) =Cl sinh Ax+c2 cosh Ax
+C3 sin Ax+c4 cos Ax (12)

It is assumed that the spoke of mechanical
dither is clamped at one end and a lumped mass
is attached at the other end of spoke. The spoke
has no deflection and slope at the clamped end.
But the boundary condition of the mass-attached
end is as follows. Since the particle has no
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where L is a working elastic length of spoke.
From Eq. (25), the difference of vibration mode
of dither spoke depends on the numerical factor
(AL) n.

where p is the mass density and ,,(x) is the radius
of gyration about the neutral axis. For the lumped
mass of solid block system, the mass moment of
inertia It may be given by

f;=~ m;"l (20)

Taking into account Eqs. (18) and (20) and
neglecting an own mass of elastic elements in
comparison with a mass of solid block system, the
mass applied to spoke can be given by,

m=~ (21)
nLT2

where f", is a moment of inertia of the solid block
system, n is a number of driving spoke and L' is
the fixing point of solid monoblock on the spoke.

Using Eqs. (18) and (21), the natural frequen
cy is rewritten to,

(23)

_1.
R

IV1-IJ
If
d¢

=- ds Y

where ¢ is the deflection angle of bending beam.
From the stress-strain relationship, the long

itudinal normal stress ax is given by,

signals on two elements are loaded and result in
the compression and expansion on the piezoele
ment along the direction of spoke length. The
bimorph elastic piezoelement and the deformed
shape of spoke due to the piezoelement deforma
tions are shown in Fig. 4.

The spoke undergoes a very small deformation
under the piezoelement loading, in comparison
with thickness, width and span of spoke. Because
the deformation will be sufficiently small, we can
use the coordinates of the undeformed cross-sec
tion in order to provide an adequate approxima
tion to the location of the point after deformation.
Thus if IJ and MN in the undeformed beam of
Fig. 4 are deformed into concentric circular arcs
IVl and M1Nt, we assume that the difference
between their radii of curvature can still be taken
as. Since IJ=Ivl=M1Nl from the definition of
neutral axis, the strain of IVl is given by,

(22)2/ nEIL
T2

Wn=27r/n= (AL) n f",V

3. Driving Load Description (24)

The deformation of spoke in Fig. 2 is under the
alternate deformation of piezoelement on both
face A-B and face C-D. The opposite voltage

By the equilibrium requirements, the bending
stress ax along the longitudinal can be rewritten
into,

C~----JI'·D

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Deformation of piezoelement under bending moment
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(25)

where I zz is the moment of inertia of the area
about the neutral axis.

From Eqs. (24) and (25), the longitudinal

strain ex and the pure bending moment are given
by,

(26)
/

Fig. 5 Behavior of piezoelement

where ami is the location of a moment M i and api
is the location of a load Pi on the spoke.

For the clamped end,

(33)

(32)

p

Pet 3Mb(L-al) L o
iet; Elzz(3L-a)

=.i. L-al /j.L
d 3L-a

where aa is the vertical deflection at the loading

point a.

Fig. 6 Equivalent force due to bending moment

a

From the condition that the maximum external

work is equal to the maximum kinetic energy, the

peak dither rate is given by,

Umax=TIDflJ(

~ paa=+( J; )&m..x2

. (L-al) /j.L /48nEJ
tkax (3L-a)d~V aJm

(27)

&=&'=0 (29)

Using the third and fourth terms in Eq. (28), if

we assume that the maximum deflection due to

bending moment and applied force is equal at the

mass attached end, the equivalent vertical force P
is given by,

on the neutral axis, where Ls is the length of

piezoelement, d is the thickness of spoke and /j.L
is the maximum stretched length of piezoelement

along the spoke length.

For an arbitrary point x in a<x<L, the

vertical deflection ax under a moment M i and a

load Pi may be given by,

Setting the maximum strain into ex-;:,;/j.L/L« at

the piezoelement (Y=d/2), the bending moment
due to the piezoelement may be given by,

From Eqs. (27) and (31), the bending angle 8a

at the loading point a is approximated as the

peak angular amplitude.

4. Simulation

Using the above equations, the resonant fre

quency of mechanical dither can be estimated by

the geometrical parameters. As the examples of
simulation, the ring laser gyroscope is shown in

Fig. 7. The components of solid block system are

considered as the dummy inertia, except the

mechanical dither.
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The primary goal of the finite element analysis
is a guide for the structural design of the geome
trically complicated dither. The structural behav
iors of mechanical dither take into account two
aspects: the first is the resonant frequency and the
deformation mode, and the second is the peak
dither rate within the dithering range.

This radial dither is mounted to the solid block
of gyroscope and to the inertial reference frame
via the wedge-shaped spokes. The bending
moment of spoke due to the driving deformation
ofpiezoelement (LlL=±2pm) may be calculated
from Eq. (27). From Fig. 2, the geometric par
ameters of spoke are as follows: n=4, L=
14.25mm, L' = IO.5Omm, w =30.00mm, a =
6.25mm, al =4.00mm. If the deformation of spoke
due to the driving moment and the resonant
frequency are fundamentally given, the equivalent
polar mass moment of inertia of the dithering
system (J",) may be given by,

Ke Mb ( )

J", (27rfnF (27rfn) 280 34

The equivalent polar mass moment of inertia is
numerically 1.66X 1O-3kg/m2 from Eq. (34),
based on the test resonant frequency. The struc
tural damping factor was given as Q- factor

(Q=I/2~) through the test, which is 150. The
material of mechanical dither is INVAR 36
ALLOY. Figure 7 shows the components of ring
laser gyroscope. The magnetic core and coil are
used for sensing the angular velocity of rotating
monoblock system.

For the finite element model, the peak dither
rate and resonant frequency are simulated
through the frequency response analysis, using

MSC/NASTRAN V70. 5. Table I shows the
results of the simulations and test.

In Table I, the results of the finite element
analyses and numerical solutions show that the
maximum relative errors to test results are within
2 % in the resonant frequency and 5 % in the peak
dither rate, and two methods are relatively valid
for designing the mechanical dither. The relative
error between finite element analyses and numer
ical solutions depend on the working elastic
length as shown in Eq. (22), (31), (32) and (33).
This working elastic length may be the effective
bending length under the bending deformation of
a spoke.

5. Conclusion

From the general flexural beam mechanism,
the mechanical performances of dither can be
found and the geometrical parameters and mate-

Case

Monoblock

Dither

•Fig. 7 Components of monoblock system in ring
laser gyroscope

Table 1 Comparison of resonant frequencies for the mechanical dithers

Thickness
Test FEM Nllmericq.l Eq.

No
D (mm)

Frequency (Hz), Frequency (Hz), Frequency (Hz),
Peak dither rate (deg / sec) Peak dither rate (deg/ sec) Peak dither rate (deg/ sec)

1 2.94
362.00, 359.54, 356.07,
134.15 137.25 137.19

2 3.08
383.00, 381.23, 381.80,
149.10 141.61 144.24

3 3.22
400.00, 405.01, 404.13,
150.00 143.52 147.49
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rial properties are used for the estimation of
the mechanical characteristics such as torsional
stiffness, bending profile, stress caused by bending
of the spokes, peak dither rate and resonant fre
quency. And since the stress within spoke and
piezoelectric element may further limit the peak
angular amplitude and the peak dither rate, the
peak dither rate is usually limited to the range
which does not cause stresses in the spoke mate
rial to exceed the effective material stress.

The effective bending length as the working
elastic length is the important parameter which
has an influence on the angular deflection. But the
geometrical parameters of spoke can approxima
tely be used. And the finite element analysis can
be used for designing the concrete and complicat
ed spoke within the given design range.
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